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Abstract—In PaaS model, providers have different proprietary APIs, which make developers locked inside a specific platform and not

able to easily port their applications among different platforms. So, vendor lock-in problem appeared. One solution to this problem is to

use generic APIs with specific adapters. However, any update in a PaaS specific-API makes its corresponding adapter is unusable

which causes, what we call, API synchronization problem. Therefore, STAGER (SemanTic-based GenERation of Generic-API

Adapters) framework is proposed. STAGER framework provides a semi-automatic adapter generation process, which generates

specific adapters of generic APIs for PaaS services (e.g., blob storage and datastore services) for target PaaS platforms. The adapter

generation process is based on semantic annotations of the generic APIs and their corresponding PaaS specific-APIs. In order to

evaluate STAGER framework, two generic APIs for blob storage and NoSQL datastore services have been proposed. STAGER

framework is used to generate the adapters of these generic APIs for two PaaS platforms: Google App Engine (GAE) and Windows

Azure. Although there is some overhead for semantically annotating the PaaS APIs, the evaluation results prove the feasibility of

STAGER framework and promote the usage of the generated adapters for implementing portable cloud applications.

Index Terms—PaaS heterogeneity, vendor lock-in, semantic annotation, generic API
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1 INTRODUCTION

CLOUD computing has become very convenient for many
users because they can pay only per demand without

worrying about the maintenance and management of
resources [2], [3]. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform
as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS) are the
main service models that are provided by cloud computing.
This paper is concentrating on the PaaS model.

PaaS model shifts the charge of installing and maintain-
ing software from cloud developers to cloud providers [4],
[5], [6]. Thus, cloud developers can focus only on imple-
menting and managing their applications. However, each
PaaS provider has its own proprietary APIs for implement-
ing and managing cloud applications. So, vendor lock-in
problem appears. Some examples of the currently available
proprietary PaaS solutions are Google App Engine (GAE1)
and Windows Azure.2 Other examples of open source PaaS
solutions are CloudFoundry3 and Heroku.4

The vendor lock-in problem is defined as one of the
major obstacles hindering cloud adoption [6]. It makes

cloud developers are locked inside a specific PaaS platform
and not able to easily port their applications or data to
another PaaS platform. However, the applications or data
portability might be necessary in several cases, such as a
high rate of outage (e.g., Amazon EC2 became down for 12
hours on April 21, 2011 [7]), provisioned resources became
expensive, low quality [8], or cloud providers stopped pro-
viding the provisioned resources [9].

Three phases are required for provisioning cloud appli-
cations: development (for implementing and testing cloud
applications); deployment (for uploading cloud applica-
tions to a specific PaaS platform); and management (for
starting cloud applications and executing management
operations, such as billing, scaling, and monitoring) [10].
Because of the PaaS vendor lock-in problem, each PaaS pro-
vider provides specific APIs for each platform basic service
(e.g., blob storage, messaging, authentication, and mail serv-
ices) [11] to be used in the development phase (called ser-
vice APIs) and another specific APIs for deployment and
management phases (called management APIs) [12]. There-
fore, in order to port an application among different PaaS
platforms, the source code of this application may need to
be changed during one or more of the provisioning phases.
This paper focuses on the application development phase
using proprietary PaaS service-APIs.

Several research studies have been done to support
application portability and overcome the PaaS vendor lock-
in problem [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. However, the
majority of these studies focus on providing generic APIs
for only deploying and managing cloud applications. In
addition, the adapters of the currently available generic
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APIs are manually implemented. So, any update in a PaaS
specific-API makes its corresponding adapter unusable (e.g.,
when the parameters of a specific method in a specific API
have been changed, all references to this method need to be
manually updated in the adapter code). Thus, the generic-
APIs adapters are suffering from API synchronization prob-
lem [1]. The authors in [1] have solved the API synchroniza-
tion problem by providing a semantic-based component for
Automatic Adapter Generation (AAG) of generic APIs. In
the AAG component, it is assumed that the semantic annota-
tions of generic APIs and their corresponding PaaS specific-
APIs are stored in an ontology that will be used in the
adapter generation process. In this paper, the AAG compo-
nent is used as a part of an overarching framework for
adapter generation. Therefore, a complete framework for
semantic-based generation of generic-API adapters for por-
table cloud application, called STAGER, has been proposed.
STAGER framework provides semi-automatic process that
is based on semantic annotations to generate specific adapt-
ers of service-based generic-APIs for target PaaS platforms.
Moreover, service-based generic-APIs (called Std-PaaS
APIs) has been proposed. The Std-PaaS APIs can be used by
developers to implement generic cloud applications which
can be deployed on heterogeneous PaaS platforms without
the need for re-factoring their source codes. As far as we
know, STAGER framework is one of the first works in this
area presenting service-based generic-APIs with semi-auto-
matically generated adapters.

Although our approach seems to be shifting the problem
to the semantic layer, the effort of semantically annotating
the generic and specific APIs is, in many cases, much less
than the effort of manually implementing and adjusting the
adapter code. For example, consider the case of multiple
generic APIs (e.g., used by multiple software companies).
Each generic API would entail the development of adapters
to mediate between the generic-API calls and the specific-
API calls. Moreover, each change in the specific API would
entail adjusting the adapters of all generic APIs. In this case,
instead of adjusting multiple adapters, only the specific
APIs need to be annotated once per change.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents an overview about the proposed STAGER frame-
work with the involved assumptions and its architecture.
The auxiliary components of the STAGER framework is
elaborated in Section 3. An example for code generation
of the blob storage case study is presented in Section 4.
The evaluation of the STAGER framework is discussed in
Section 5. Section 6 provides related work. Ultimately,
Section 7 presents our conclusion and future work.

2 STAGER FRAMEWORK

This section presents the details of the STAGER frame-
work. First, an overview of STAGER framework is pro-
vided. Second, two assumptions for using STAGER
framework are specified. Finally, the STAGER architec-
ture is clarified.

2.1 STAGER Overview

In this paper, a SemanTic-based GenERation of Generic-API
Adapters framework (called STAGER) is proposed to over-
come the API synchronization problem. STAGER can semi-

automatically generate the specific adapters of semantically
annotated service-based generic-APIs. STAGER is called
semi-automatic framework because of the adapter genera-
tion is based on semantic annotations and utilities API.
Therefore, to generate adapters through STAGER frame-
work, the following requirements are needed: (1) the differ-
ent PaaS service-APIs to be semantically annotated. In the
current state, these annotations are done manually and (2)
the utilities API, which refers to some manually imple-
mented code.

STAGER framework has four main actors: PaaS cloud pro-
vider, specific-API annotator, generic-API designer, and
cloud developer. The role of each actor is clarified in the fol-
lowing scenario: (1) A PaaS cloud provider provides a set of
service-based specific-APIs; (2) The specific-API annotator
annotates the service-based specific-APIs and passes them as
an input to STAGER framework; (3) The generic-API designer
designs and annotates a set of service-based generic-APIs and
passes them as an input to STAGER framework; (4) Also,
the generic-API designer designs and annotates the requi-
red utilities API and passes them as an input to STAGER;
(5) STAGER framework parses all these APIs (specific,
generic, and utilities) and inserts them into an ontology;
(6) Based on this ontology, STAGER framework generates the
source code of a set of specific adapters for the target PaaS
platforms; and (7) The cloud developer uses the generated
adapters to implement generic applications that can be
deployed onmultiple heterogeneous PaaS platforms.

In nutshell, the idea to build a middleware that provides
developers with a set of standard APIs, and thus migrate the
development overhead from the cloud developers to themid-
dleware, is not new. However, our work builds on a bunch of
existing works such as SCRO (Source Code Representation
Ontology), reflection and existing PaaS specific-APIs. The
main contribution is the code generation algorithm which is
based on SPARQL queries against our ontology. Other contri-
butions include: (1) The gluing together of the previous
concepts into an overarching framework to save the develop-
ment effort needed for updating PaaS adapters every time a
specific PaaS-API is changed; (2) the extension of SCRO ontol-
ogy by enriching it with domain-specific concepts (e.g., blobs,
containers, and storage account in the blob storage service);
and (3) the Std-PaaS APIs which include generic APIs for sev-
eral services (e.g., blob storage and datastore).

2.2 STAGER Assumptions

Although STAGER can semi-automatically generate the
adapters of semantically annotated service-based generic-
APIs, it involves two assumptions that are specified as follows.

The proposed Std-PaaS APIs are JAVA-based. So, only
JAVA applications can currently benefit from STAGER
framework. In addition, STAGER works only for generat-
ing adapters for API wrappers (written in JAVA) because
the implementation process uses JAVA reflection mecha-
nism to parse PaaS specific-APIs. However, STAGER
framework can cope with other programming languages
provided that they support a mechanism similar to JAVA
reflection (e.g., .NET calls it reflection [19] and Ruby calls
it introspection [20]).

STAGER framework assumes that the semantic annota-
tions of all Object Oriented (OO) methods are available as
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inputs. These OO methods may be specific or generic
methods. Currently, these semantic annotations are done
manually and they include annotations of the I/O parame-
ters of each OO method. By this way, STAGER can import
any generic APIs and generate their specific adapters pro-
vided that these generic APIs are semantically annotated.
However, this assumption could be relaxed by buil-
ding public back-end repository (or marketplace) with

contribution from the community. Alternatively, a third
party organization can build their business on annotating
the APIs and sell the annotated APIs to interested software
houses.

2.3 STAGER Architecture

The architecture of STAGER framework is composed of two
main layers: API analysis layer and Adapter generation
layer. Fig. 1 clarifies the STAGER architecture. First, the API
analysis layer parses a set of given APIs and inserts them
into an ontology. Second, the adapter generation layer auto-
matically searches the ontology to generate the source code
of specific adapters for target PaaS platforms.

2.3.1 API Analysis Layer

The Source Code Ontology Population (SCOP) is the main
component of the API analysis layer. SCOP is automatically
parses and analyzes a set of PaaS APIs, either specific or
generic, and a set of utilities API. Furthermore, it inserts the
analyzed data into an ontology (called STAGER ontology).
Therefore, SCOP requires, as inputs, one or more PaaS API
(s) with their semantic annotations and it outputs an
updated version of the STAGER ontology. The process flow
of STAGER framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. The SCOP
component has two main functions:

� Automatic analysis of a PaaS API: it uses the reflection
mechanism [21] to parse a PaaS specific-API in order
to get more information about the API classes, the
methods of each class, and the I/O parameters of
each method.

Fig. 1. The architecture of STAGER framework.

Fig. 2. The process flow of STAGER framework.
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� Semantic Model of a PaaS API: it inserts the data
retrieved, from the automatic analysis function, into
the STAGER ontology, as a set of instances. Next, the
newly inserted instances are semantically annotated
by the specific-API annotator.

After the SCOP component finishes its functions, it out-
puts an updated version of the STAGER ontology. This
newly updated version includes the semantic models for all
given PaaS APIs. Finally, the STAGER ontology with the
SPARQL query language forms the main infrastructure to
execute the adapter generation layer.

2.3.2 Adapter Generation Layer

The Semi-Automatic Adapter Generation (SAAG) is the main
component of the adapter generation layer. It automatically
searches the STAGER ontology to generate the source code of
specific adapters for target PaaS platforms. It requires, as
inputs, the STAGER ontology and the target PaaS platform.
The SAAG component uses the automatic code generation
algorithm that is proposed in [1] to generate the source code
of a specific adapter for a target PaaS platform. The specific
adapter maps the generic methods, which are defined in the
STAGER ontology, into their corresponding specific-API
calls. Whenever, the SAAG component failed in generating a
specific adapter, it will notify developers with a list of generic
methods that cannot be generated. The adapter generation
could only be failed in the case of no corresponding annota-
tions for the target PaaS platforms.

The SAAG component is a semi-automatic process
because it generates the adapters based on the utilities API
and the semantic annotations of the PaaS APIs. However, it
is useful in two cases: (1) when a new PaaS platform is
added to STAGER framework, it can generate a specific
adapter for this new platform and (2) when an existing PaaS
specific-API is changed or modified, it can generate a new
adapter for the updated platform. Examples of changes that
can be handled by the SAAG component are adding a new
method, changing a method name, adding a new parameter
to an existed method, changing the data types of the I/O
parameters of an existed method, merging a set of methods,
and splitting a method into a set of methods.

To generate the code of a generic method, the SAAG com-
ponent automatically generates a SPARQL query to retrieve
a path (i.e., a list of specific methods) that starts from the
semantic concept of one of the genericmethod input parame-
ters and ends at the semantic concept of the generic method
output. This query is executed on the STAGER ontology. If
no results are returned, the automatic SPARQL generation con-
tinues generating another query. This new query is gener-
ated by increasing the path depth5 of the previous query by
one until either the generated query succeeds (i.e., a right
path is detected) or the path depth reaches its maximum
limit (maxDepth). Whenever a right path is detected, the spe-
cific methods of this path are called to represent the gener-
ated code of the given generic method.

Whenever a path depth reachesmaxDepth, thismeans that
it is not possible to link between the semantic of one of the
generic method input parameters and the semantic of the
generic method output parameter. In this case, the SPARQL

query is initialized again to detect a path from another input
parameter of the generic method. If it is not possible to link
between any of the semantic of the generic method input
parameters and the semantic of the generic method output
parameter, then a list of generic methods which cannot be
generated are returned to the cloud developer. The details
about the code generation algorithm is presented in [1].

3 STAGER AUXILIARY COMPONENTS

STAGER framework is composed of two main components:
Source Code Ontology Population (SCOP) and Semi-Auto-
matic Adapter Generation (SAAG); and three auxiliary com-
ponents: Std-PaaS APIs, Utilities API, and STAGER ontology.
The SCOP and SAAG components are service independent
components, where the auxiliary components can be catego-
rized into service dependent components and service par-
tially-dependent. In this section, the STAGER auxiliary
componentswill be elaborated.

3.1 Std-PaaS APIs

The Std-PaaS APIs are service dependent components that
provide a set of PaaS standard-APIs for each service, called
service-based generic-API, (e.g., database, blob storage,
NoSQL datastore, messaging, email, authentication, and
authorization). These generic APIs are combined in the Std-
PaaS APIs, which work as a middleware layer to hide het-
erogeneity of PaaS platforms and help cloud developers to
implement generic applications.

The main advantages of the Std-PaaS APIs with respect to
cloud developers are as follows. First, Cloud developers do
not need to waste more time learning service specific-APIs of
each PaaS platform. They only need to learn the proposed
Std-PaaS APIs. Second, whenever the PaaS specific-APIs are
changed, STAGER framework can generate the adapters of
the Std-PaaS APIs in a semi-automatic way. Third, cloud
developers can use the Std-PaaS APIs to implement generic
applications (i.e, write once). Finally, the implemented appli-
cations can be deployed on multiple PaaS platforms with no
change in the source code (i.e., deploymany). However, cloud
developers only need to configure the class path of the generic
applications to use a specific adapter. For example, a devel-
oper needs to implement a generic application for NoSQL
datastore to be deployed on Azure and GAE platforms. Then,
he/she can use the Std-PaaS APIs to implement this applica-
tion. After that, to deploy this application onAzure, the devel-
oper needs to configure the application classpath to use the
generated adapter of Azure; whereas to deploy the same
application on GAE, he/she needs to configure the applica-
tion classpath to use the generated adapter of GAE.

There are two objectives to be considered for designing the
Std-PaaSAPIs: (1) to hide heterogeneity of different PaaS plat-
forms and (2) to design generic-APIs with a high level of tech-
nicality. In our case studies, the Std-PaaS APIs include two
sets of generic-APIs for blob storage and NoSQL datastore
services, which are available onGitHub [22].

3.2 Utilities API

For generating adapters of the Std-PaaS APIs, we needed to
manually write some code. This manually implemented
code is combined as Utilities API, which may need to be5. Path depth: represents number of specific methods of a path.
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extended whenever a new platform is introduced, as well
as, a new set of methods is implemented. Therefore, the util-
ities API is a service dependent component. Most of the util-
ities API involves type conversions and loops, also, it
should be small in size because it requires a manual update
for their code.

An example of utilities API, each PaaS provider has a
specific API to represent access rights of a blob (e.g., the blob
access rights is represented in GAE as String values; while it
is represented in Azure as Enum). So, to hide the heteroge-
neity of these access rights, a generic model for representing
the blob access rights is designed. This generic model is
defined in the utilities API and used by developers to spec-
ify their access rights of a blob. Furthermore, a specific
method, for each PaaS provider, is created to convert a
given generic access right to its specific one. These specific
methods are defined in the utilities API and are used in the
adapter code generation process.

3.3 STAGER Ontology

The STAGER ontology is a service partially-dependent com-
ponent because it is composed of service independent and
service dependent ontologies. A sample of STAGER ontol-
ogy is available online [23]. The STAGER ontology is
designed based on SCRO ontology, which represents source
codes as an ontology [24], [25]. SCRO ontology has been
implemented using Web Ontology Language (OWL) [26],
[27]. SCRO has defined a set of concepts and relationships
that are used to describe OO programs as ontology. For
example, it has defined ClassType concept to represent dif-
ferent OO classes and Method concept to represent different
OO methods. In addition, it has defined two relations, hasI-
nputType and hasOutputType, to represent the data types of
the I/O parameters of an OO method.

The STAGER ontology has three main objectives: (1) it
represents all OO concepts that are defined by a set of PaaS
specific-APIs, generic-APIs, and utilities API; (2) it defines a
set of shared vocabularies among different PaaS specific-
APIs; and (3) it hides syntactical differences and heteroge-
neity of different PaaS specific-APIs. Fig. 3 illustrates the
structure of the STAGER ontology, which includes three

main ontologies: SCROþ, domain specific, and Std-PaaS
APIs ontologies. They are elaborated as follows.

3.3.1 SCROþ

SCROþ is a service independent ontology. It is an enhanced
version of SCRO ontology [24], [25]. Although SCRO ontol-
ogy can be used to represent a PaaS specific-API as ontol-
ogy, it lacks the way of specifying the semantic meaning of
the I/O parameters of an OO method. For example, to rep-
resent a method inside SCRO ontology with the prototype
int meth1(java.lang.String,java.lang.String), it requires two
input parameters of type String to represent a userName and
a password respectively, and it returns an integer to repre-
sent a connectionStatus. Therefore, an ontological instance
with the name meth1(java.lang.String,java.lang.String) is
added to SCRO ontology under the method concept. Further-
more, two relationships are defined for this instance as hasI-
nputType with the value java.lang.String and hasOutputType
with the value int. However, there are three extra problems
in the definition of this ontological instance:

(1) The method meth1 requires two input parameters of
type java.lang.String. However, only one relationship
with the name hasInputType and the value java.lang.
String can be defined. This is because it is illegal to
define the same relationship with the same value
more than once.

(2) SCRO did not provide relationships to define the
semantic meaning of each input parameter of an OO
method. Since these two input parameters of meth1
have the same data type, we need to identify the
semantic meaning of each one to differentiate between
them.

(3) SCRO did not provide relationships to define the
semantic meaning of an output parameter of an OO
method.

Therefore, SCROþ is introduced to overcome these prob-
lems and specify semantic annotations for each OO method.
SCROþ defines three new relationships as follows:

(1) hasSemanticInput: an object property that specifies
the semantic annotation of an input parameter of a
method. For example, for meth1, two relationships
need to be defined as hasSemanticInput with the value
username and hasSemanticInput with the value
password.

(2) hasSignatureSemantic: a data property that specifies
the required order of the semantic annotations for all
input parameters of a method. For example, for
meth1, the order of its input parameters can be speci-
fied by a relationship as hasSignatureSemantic with
the value [username, password].

(3) hasSemanticOutput: an object property that specifies
the semantic annotation of an output parameter of a
method. For example, for meth1, it is required to
define a relationship as hasSemanticOutput with the
value connectionStatus.

3.3.2 Domain Specific Ontology

The domain specific ontology is a service dependent ontol-
ogy because it stores vocabularies that are needed to satisfy

Fig. 3. The STAGER ontology structure.
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a specific service by different PaaS platforms. On the other
hand, this ontology unifies the concepts used by different
PaaS platforms to satisfy a specific service (e.g., GAE uses a
bucket to store a blob; while Azure uses a container to store a
blob. So, the bucket and the container concepts have the
same semantic and should be unified). Therefore, it is
required to create a domain-specific ontology for each spe-
cific service In our case studies, two domain specific ontolo-
gies are defined for blob storage and NoSQL datastore (see
Fig. 4 in [28]). These ontologies store all vocabularies that
are needed to satisfy the blob storage service (e.g., blob,
blob URI, and container) and the NoSQL datastore service
(e.g., entity and datastore account).

3.3.3 Std-PaaS APIs Ontology

The Std-PaaS APIs ontology is a service dependent ontology
because it semantically describes and shares a set of service-
based generic-APIs among different PaaS platforms. Each
generic-API provides a set of generic methods which hides
the heterogeneity of a specific service. Some examples for
these generic-APIs are generic-API for blob storage, for mes-
saging, for database services, etc. Fig. 5 in [28] illustrates a
snapshot of the Std-PaaS APIs ontology with a set of serv-
ices such as messaging, authentication, and cloud blob stor-
age. The right part of this figure highlights the generic
methods that are defined for a cloud blob storage service.

4 STAGER FEASIBILITY: CODE GENERATION OF

BLOB STORAGE GENERIC-APIS

STAGER framework has been evaluated using two generic-
APIs: blob storage and NoSQL datastore. So, STAGER is

used to validate and generate the specific adapters of these
generic-APIs for both GAE and Azure platforms.

To clarify the feasibility of STAGER, the process of gener-
ating code of a generic method (e.g., createBlob) for a specific
adapter (e.g., Azure adapter) will be illustrated. Fig. 4
shows a visual representation of a subset of Azure storage
API with its semantic annotations. In this figure, the specific
methods are presented by ovals; whereas classes are pre-
sented by circles. The input arc to each method represents
its semantic input; whereas the output arc from each
method represents its semantic output.

The semantic annotations of the createBlob generic
method is clarified in Fig. 7 in [28]. This method requires
several input parameters with semantic annotations as stor-
age account, container name, blob name, content type, and
blob access rights; while it outputs an object with semantic
annotations as new blob.

To generate the code of the createBlob generic method for
Azure adapter, a SPARQL query is automatically generated
to search about a method which has a semantic input stora-
geAccount, has a semantic output newBlob, and belongs to
Azure provider. Unfortunately, as it appears in Fig. 4, the
method createCloudBlobClient has a semantic input stora-
geAccount but it does not have a semantic output newBlob.

Therefore, the previous SPARQL query fails in its execu-
tion and is updated by automatically increasing its path
depth by another method. Now, the new SPARQL query
searches about two methods, such that the first method has
a semantic input storageAccount and has any semantic out-
put X; and the second method has a semantic input X and
has a semantic output newBlob. In addition, the two meth-
ods belong to Azure provider. The search results found the
first method createCloudBlobClient has a semantic input stora-
geAccount and has a semantic output blobClient. However,
the search results found that the second method getContai-
nerReference has a semantic input blobClient and does not
have a semantic output newBlob. Therefore, the process of
automatically generating a SPARQL query will continue
until it succeeds at a path depth equals seven. At it is clari-
fied in Fig. 4, the seven ovals present the specific methods
that form the code of the createBlob generic method.

Finally, after a right path is detected, the sequence of the
specific methods in that path is called to form the generated
code. Sample of the generated code of the generic-APIs of
both the blob storage and the NoSQL datastore services for
Azure andGAE platforms are available on GitHub [29], [30].

5 EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

A quantitative evaluation is executed to specify the metrics
that are used to measure the performance of STAGER frame-
work and to identify the factors that affect the performance
of this framework. The following metrics are specified to
measure STAGER performance: (1) the time consumed by
each component (SCOP and SAAG); (2) the time consumed
by the final application (execution time) using the generated
adapter versus the specific-API; (3) the size of the utilities
API; and (4) the manual effort that is needed to semantically
annotate the different APIs (specific, generic, or utilities).
Also, several factors are identified that may affect the system
performance, such as the PaaS specific-APIs, the nature of

Fig. 4. The path detection for the createBlob generic method for Azure
adapter.
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the different PaaS APIs (e.g., blob storage API, datastore API,
etc.), and Std-PaaS APIs definition.

5.1 Metrics of Performance

A computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3210M CPU @
2.50 GHZ, 4.00 GB RAM, and 64-bit operating system is
used to measure the performance of STAGER framework.

The SCOP Component Performance. The SCOP component
is executed to parse six different libraries with different sizes
and the average parsing time is computed after executing
the parsing process of each library 20 times. Fig. 5 presents
the average parsing time (in seconds) for these six libraries
versus number of parsed classes. According to Fig. 5, there is
a linear relation between the average parsing time and the
number of parsed classes. Note that the confidence interval
does not appear in this figure because it is very small and it is
less than 0.389. Fig. 6 shows that there is a linear relation
between the size of the generated ontology (in kilobytes) and
the average parsing time for these six libraries.

The SAAG Component Performance. The SAAG component
is tested by generating the adapters of the blob storage and
datastore generic-APIs for both Azure and GAE platforms.
The average time for generating the code of each generic
method is computed by executing the SAAG component 20
times for each method. Figs. 7 and 8 clarify the average code
generation time (in milliseconds) of the blob storage
generic-APIs and the datastore generic-APIs for both GAE
and Azure adapters. It should be noted that the variance of

the average code generation time is directly proportional
with several parameters, as follows:

(1) The number of failed trials to generate a path. A trial
starts with one input parameter and increases a path
depth until it succeeds or hits the max depth then
starts a new trial from the next parameter. For exam-
ple, in the method createBlob for Azure adapter, it
fails in the first trial to generate a path which starts
from contentType and ends with newBlob. So, the
SAAG component starts a new trail to generate a
path which starts from storageAccount and ends with
newBlob and it succeeds in this trial.

Fig. 5. Parse some libraries using the SCOP component.

Fig. 6. The generated ontologies versus Avg. parsing time of some
libraries.

Fig. 7. The Avg. code generation time of blob storage generic-APIs.

Fig. 8. The Avg. code generation time of datastore generic-APIs.
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(2) The length of a successfully generated path. The gener-
ated path represents a set of specific methods that
are needed to be called. Therefore, the generation
time increases as the number of the specific methods
in the generated path increases.

(3) Total access to ontology when calling each specific method.
For example, to call a specific method which is neither
constructor nor static method, we need to create an
instance of its parent to be used to call this method. In
this case, we need to inquire the ontology about how to
create an instance of type equals to the specific method parent
and has the desired provider. In addition, if one or more
parameters of a specific method are not available, then
we need to inquire the ontology about how to create an
instance with the same semantic of a missed parameter. For
example, one can create an instance of RetryParams
class using the staticmethod getDefaultInstance.

Measuring the Execution Time Using Generic-APIs versus
Specific-APIs. Two generic applications are implemented;
one that uses the blob storage generic-APIs and the other
uses the NoSQL datastore generic-APIs. These generic appli-
cations are deployed on both GAE and Azure platforms. In
addition, four other specific applications are implemented as
follows: (1) an application that uses GCS API, (2) an applica-
tion that uses Azure blob storage API, (3) an application that
uses GAE datastore API, and (4) an application that uses
Azure datastore API. Because of space limitation, we will
explore the results when using GAE adapter versus the
results when using GAE specific APIs for both blob storage
and NoSQL datastore. We measured the execution time of
all generic and specific methods. In particular, the Java timer
(i.e., System.nanoTime()) is used to get the time before and

after the calling of each method. Next, these times are sub-
tracted and divided by 1000000 to determine the execution
time of eachmethod inmilliseconds.

For the evaluation of the blob storage, we used one blob
file of type pdf with size 1.51 MB to be (uploaded, down-
loaded, deleted, etc.) on a specific bucket that already con-
tains ten blob files. The execution time is measured when
executing all the specific and the generic methods ten times
using the same blob file and the same bucket. For the evalu-
ation of the datastore, we used an entity with specific name,
key, and three properties (e.g., name, id, and gpa) to be (cre-
ated, retrieved, and deleted) from GAE datastore. The exe-
cution time is measured when executing all the specific and
the generic methods ten times using the same entity.

Figs. 9 and 10 clarify that there are no statistically signifi-
cant difference between the average time using both
(generic and specific) APIs which means that there is no sig-
nificant overhead when using the adapters. Also, Figs. 9
and 10 show large values for confidence interval this is
because of the large variation in the execution time of each
method. This large variation is produced because of all
these methods are executed on the cloud. Therefore, the exe-
cution time is directly proportional to the network band-
width and the size of the input. For example, uploading
large files to the cloud will consume more time than upload-
ing small files. Also, creating entity that contains large num-
ber of properties will consume more time than creating
entity with small number of properties.

Measuring the Size of the Utilities API. Since the utilities
API represents a set of static codes which cannot be gener-
ated, it is considered an overhead when using STAGER
framework. Therefore, we measured the size of the static
Utilities code (by counting no. of lines) and found it indeed
significant ( � 35 percent of total adapter code). By this way,
the STAGER framework reduces the effort of manually
implementing the adapters by � 65 percent (which is good).
However, most of the static code involves type conversions
and loops, which can be automated or at least hinted to the

Fig. 9. Execution Time of a blob storage adapter versus the specific API.

Fig. 10. Execution Time of a datastore adapter versus the specific API.
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generic-API designer. The relaxation of this assumption is a
subject of future work. The analysis of the Utilities code is
discussed in Table 1.

The Manual Effort of the APIs’ Semantic Annotation. In
order to use STAGER framework, different APIs (specific,
generic, and utilities) need to be semantically annotated.
The manual effort of the semantic annotations of the PaaS
APIs is dependent on the complexity of the PaaS APIs and
number of inputs of each PaaS method. So, this manual
effort can be represented as a function of (no. of parameters
per method * no. of methods per API * no. of APIs). Accord-
ing to our work, the average number of methods in GAE
was 30 and the required parameters of each method are two
or three. Thus, its annotations were 63. However, these
annotations are done once, and then, they are used to gener-
ate the adapters of several generic methods. Whenever the
specific-APIs are changed (e.g., adding a new parameter to
a specific method), the STAGER ontology is updated only
with the new changes and this update is done once. After
that, the SAAG component is executed again to generate a
new adapter. On the other hand, if the adapter is imple-
mented manually, then we need to update the code in all
the generic methods which call this specific method. There-
fore, the needed updates of the semantic annotations are
done once, whereas the number of updates in the manual
adapters can be as many as the number of generic-APIs that
use the proprietary APIs.

Although the semantic annotations are manually done at
this stage, still the needed effort to annotate the whole APIs
can be, in some cases, less than the effort for manually
implementing the adapters and updating it whenever the
specific-APIs are changed.

5.2 Factors Affecting Performance

The previously mentioned metrics may be affected by three
main factors: the PaaS specific-API; the nature of the differ-
ent PaaS APIs (e.g., blob storage API, message API, etc.);
and the design of the Std-PaaS APIs.

For a PaaS specific-API, if a PaaS specific-API is updated,
then the updated version of the specific-API should be
entered, as an input, to the SCOP component and its seman-
tic annotation should be added to the STAGER ontology. As
the number of classes in a PaaS specific-API is increased, as
the time consumed by the SCOP component is increased.

For the nature of the different PaaS APIs, the implementa-
tion of the SCOP and SAAG components are considered
independent from any PaaS API. We already tested the
SCOP component with six different APIs and it succeeded
in parsing them and inserting the parsed data into the

STAGER ontology. In addition, the SAAG component is
tested with the blob storage generic-APIs and the datastore
generic-APIs. It succeeded in generating the adapters of
these generic-APIs for two of the leading PaaS platforms;
GAE and Azure. Moreover, the SAAG component can gen-
erate the adapters of any semantically annotated generic-
APIs. In the future, we plan to use the SAAG component to
generate adapters of other generic-APIs.

For the design of the Std-PaaS APIs, the Std-PaaSAPIs design
is independent on STAGER framework. Std-PaaS APIs repre-
sent service-based generic-APIs with specific adapters that
can be generated by STAGER. Moreover, STAGER can gener-
ate the adapters of any semantically annotated generic-APIs.

6 RELATED WORK

As stated previously, the PaaS vendor lock-in problem is
considered one of the major obstacles which prevents cloud
adoption. Therefore, this section provides state of the art for
the efforts that are done to address this problem. Section 6.1
elaborates the PaaS standardization efforts. Sections 6.2 and
6.3 present the currently related PaaS research projects and
generic-APIs, respectively. Finally, a brief discussion is pre-
sented in Section 6.4.

6.1 Standardization Efforts

A set of standardization efforts has been done to address the
PaaS vendor lock-in problem, such as Cloud Application
Management for Platforms (CAMP), Topology and Orches-
tration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA), and
Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI).

CAMP. OASIS has introduced CAMP standard, which
provides standard management API to allow deploying and
managing applications over different PaaS platforms [13].
CAMP matches the application requirements with the PaaS
capabilities and generates deployment plans. However,
CAMP deployment is only supported by a very small num-
ber of new PaaS platforms, such as Solum and Brooklyn.

TOSCA. OASIS has provided TOSCA standard, which
provides an XML-based modeling language to automati-
cally deploy and manage cloud applications [31]. In TOSCA,
cloud applications can be specified by a topology and a set
of management plans. However, most of the currently avail-
able PaaS platforms could not support the TOSCA deploy-
ment except a very small number of PaaS platforms, such as
OpenTOSCA.

OCCI. OGF has introduced OCCI standard, which pro-
vides standard RESTful APIs for managing clouds [32].
OCCI is started by creating a remote management API for
IaaS model then it is evolved to manage the other two mod-
els (PaaS and SaaS).

6.2 Research Projects

PaaSport. The authors in [18] have provided a semantically-
based cloud-broker which aims to deploy, migrate, and man-
age cloud applications over heterogeneous PaaS platforms.
In addition, it provides a unified API with specific adapters
to support PaaS protability. Their unified API is based on
the CAMP standard and Cloud4SOA. However, their adapt-
ers are manually implemented which will lead to API
synchronization problem. The PaaSport is similar to the

TABLE 1
The Size of the Static Utilities API versus the

Size of the Generated Adapters

No. of lines of code

Utilities API
(static code)

Generated
Adapter

- For Google Cloud Storage (GCS) 35 (37.6%) 93
- For Azure Blob Storage 48 (35.2%) 136
- For GAE Datastore 17 (36.1%) 47
- For Azure Datastore 31 (31.6%) 98
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proposed STAGER framework in that the PaaSport requires
the PaaS specific-APIs to be semantically annotated through
an OWL ontology.

mOSAIC. The authors in [33], [34], [35] have provided the
mOSAIC project, which aims to support applications porta-
bility and interoperability among multiple clouds. mOSAIC
provides developers with an open source cloud API with a
set of adapters. This API is a generic-API, which aims to
deploy applications across different IaaS clouds. However,
the main drawback of their API is that it was designed
based on event-driven, which is a complex programming
style. In addition, their API focuses on deploying applica-
tions across IaaS clouds. Currently, mOSAIC proposes
adapters for a set of IaaS clouds, such as Amazon EC2,
OpenNebula, and Eucalyptus.

MODAClouds. Solves the vendor lock-in problem using
model driven engineering (MDE), which aims to provide
abstraction and automation [36]. The abstraction is satisfied
by making the application development is independent
from the target PaaS platform, whereas the automation is
satisfied by automatically transforming an abstracted appli-
cation into a specific application to be deployed on the tar-
get PaaS platform. MODAClouds [37], [38] aims to design
and execute cloud applications over heterogeneous clouds.
It provides an IDE which helps developers to design their
applications independent on any PaaS platform. Then this
IDE can semi-automatically map the designed application
into a code to be ready for execution.

The authors in [11] provide a MDE framework to hide
the heterogeneity of the PaaS specific-APIs. Their frame-
work is based on semantic ontology and meta-model. It
helps cloud developers to design agnostic cloud applica-
tions. It provides an abstract model and generic API for
each PaaS service. In addition, it automatically generates
the specific adapters of the generic APIs. Their work is simi-
lar to our work, however, it differs in two points. First, their
framework is based on MDE, while our framework is based
on generic-APIs with semantic annotations. Second, their
framework can only handle the common features of a PaaS
specific service among heterogeneous PaaS platforms, while
our framework can handle the unique and common features
of a PaaS specific service.

6.3 Generic-APIs

The authors in [6] have proposed a commonmodel for differ-
ent PaaS platforms to solve the application portability prob-
lem. In their model, they have defined the structure of a PaaS
platform to be composed of three layers: Infrastructure, Plat-
form, andManagement. They converted their commonmodel
into a taxonomy which specifies a set of common properties
among different PaaS platforms. Each specific PaaS provider
specifies his profile which contains specific values for the tax-
onomy properties. An application can be ported by matching
its profile, which specifies the application requirements, with
the profiles of the different PaaS platforms. Thematching pro-
cess will output a list of PaaS platforms that are suitable for
deploying that application. The disadvantage of their model
is that they ignore the low-level implementation details while
solving the application portability problem.

The authors in [16], [39] have proposed a unified interface,
called Nucleus, for deploying and managing cloud applications

over different PaaS platforms. Their interface provides lan-
guage and platform independent API, which is based on
REST and JSON. In addition, their unified API includes a set
of specific adapters for each one of the supported PaaS plat-
forms, such as CF, OS, and Heroku. However, when a PaaS
provider changes its API, its corresponding adapter needs to
be updated manually (i.e., their adapters suffer from the API
synchronization problem).

COAPS API [14] is a generic PaaS API for deploying and
managing cloud applications on multiple heterogeneous
PaaS platforms. It is based on OCCI standard. Currently,
the COAPS API supports two PaaS platforms: CF and OS.
In a previous work, we have implemented a new adapter in
the COAPS API to allow deploying cloud applications on
GAE, besides CF and OS [40], [15].

CDPort framework [8], [41] has solved the data portabil-
ity problem among different cloud databases. It provides a
standard API and a common data model to hide the hetero-
geneity of cloud data storage services. CDPort provides an
adapter for each one of the supported databases. This
framework is tested by implementing a portable JAVA
application for supporting NoSQL databases. CDPort has
two limitations: it requires an update in its source code to
support a specific adapter; and the adapters’ source codes
are manually implemented.

The authors in [42], [43] have proposed a policy-driven
middleware, called PaaSHopper, which aims to develop and
deploy cloud applications on hybrid clouds. PaaSHopper
provides two main layers: an abstraction layer to allow inter-
operability and portability of cloud applications over hetero-
geneous PaaS platforms; and a policy-driven execution layer
to allow deployment and execution of cloud applications. It
provides a uniform API for three services: blob storage, data
storage, and asynchronous tasks. Their work is very close to
ours. Therefore, their uniform API can be semantically anno-
tated and then imported into our STAGER framework to
semi-automatically generate the adapters for the supported
PaaS platforms. However, their uniform API is not an open
source. On the other hand, the adapters of their uniform API
have beenmanually implemented.

The authors in [44] have proposed the PaaS Manager
framework, which provides a common RESTful API for
deploying and managing cloud applications among different
PaaS platforms. Their common API provides a set of specific
adapters, which have been manually implemented, for
some PaaS platforms, such as CF, Heroku, and CloudBees.

6.4 Discussion

Most of the currently related work focuses on providing
standards or generic APIs for only deploying and managing
cloud applications among different PaaS platforms. Whereas
a few proposals are existed for developing cloud generic
applications. However, they are not open-source (e.g.,
CDport and PaaSHopper). Moreover, the current standardi-
zation efforts are in its early stage and they are not supported
by most of the leading PaaS platforms. In addition, the ada-
pters of the currently available generic APIs are manually
implemented. So, they are suffering from the API synchroni-
zation problem. Therefore, STAGER framework proposes
service-based generic-APIs with semi-automatically gener-
ated adapters. Because of space limitation, a comparison
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between STAGER and the currently existing work is avai-
lable online [45].

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this research, STAGER framework for semantic-based gen-
eration of generic-API adapters for Portable Cloud Applica-
tions is presented. In addition, service-based generic-APIs,
called Std-PaaS APIs, are proposed. The Std-PaaS APIs pro-
vide a set of service-based generic-APIs with specific adapt-
ers. Thus, the Std-PaaS APIs are service dependent and the
policy of selecting a service to create a generic API for it
depends on many factors, such as popularity, available fea-
tures, the nature of applications, use cases and user profiles,
etc. STAGER framework provides the mechanism that uses
such generic APIs once selected and created. As a future
work, STAGER framework can be combined with a mecha-
nism to identify themost requested services.

We address the case that an application uses the proprie-
tary API of a PaaS platform and this application needs to be
ported to another PaaS platform. The proprietary API can
be management API (such as deploying, scaling, and log-
ging) or service API (such as blob, datastore, and messag-
ing). In this paper, STAGER framework works with service
API. As a future work, we plan to use STAGER with man-
agement API besides service API. Moreover, we are gener-
ating adapters for similar service APIs of different
platforms. For example, if cloud A has provided searching
APIs which are not available in cloud B. Then, STAGER can-
not generate the adapter for cloud B.

The semi-automatic adapter generation process gener-
ates the specific adapters of any generic-APIs. In other
words, this process is not dependent on PaaS in particular
but can be applied to semantically annotated generic-APIs
and specific-APIs. By this way, the generic-APIs can be
imported from elsewhere provided that it is semantically
annotated. However, to the best of our knowledge, we could
not find PaaS generic development APIs as an open source.
Therefore, the Std-PaaS APIs are proposed which can
include a set of service-based generic-APIs. Currently, the
Std-PaaS APIs include generic-APIs of two main services:
blob storage and NoSQL datastore. These generic-APIs are
used to test and evaluate STAGER framework by generating
the adapters for two PaaS platforms: GAE and Azure. In the
future, we plan to update the proposed Std-PaaS APIs to
provide generic-APIs for other services. Besides the pro-
posed Std-PaaS APIs which is stateless API, we plan to
design stateful generic-APIs, as well as, RESTful.

STAGER has two limitations: the adapter generation
depends on the utilities API, which is a set of manually
implemented code; and the semantic annotations of the
generic/specific-APIs, which are not available. So, it has
been done manually. However, STAGER is considered a
step towards reducing the effort of manually implementing
generic-API adapters and updating it whenever the proprie-
tary APIs are changed. Furthermore, the relaxation of these
manual efforts is a subject of future work.
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